ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Even a cursory glance at the contents of, for example, the Proceedings of the International Joint Conference of Neural Networks [1] indicates a wide-ranging interest in neural networks (NNs) for solving a variety of computational problems. For example, NNs are being used for signal and image processing of data generated by sonar/radar/ladar/infrared and color video sensors for machine vision, robotics, and speech, character, and target recognition. Other areas exploring the problem-solving potential of NN technologies include, to name but a few, medical diagnosis, decision theory, numerical analysis, optimization, dynamic control, partial differential equations, cognitive systems, psychometry, econometrics, and various facets of expert system design. In many of these applications the NN is asked to perform one or more of several well-known pattern recognition tasks. Indeed, perhaps as much as 80% of the current literature on NNs is devoted to one of the three areas of pattern recognition identified loosely as feature analysis, clustering, and classifier design.
Pattern recognition is characterized in terms of four major areas that collectively comprise the analytic component of fielded (numerical) pattern recognition systems. Our concern is with the relationship between pattern recognition and biological neural networks (BNNs), artificial neural-like networks (ANNs), and computational neural-like networks (CNNs), on the one hand, and between pattern recognition and "intelligence" on the other. The distinction between ANNs and CNNs is usually not made specific; a first purpose of the present work is to define what might make sense for each of these terms, and to justify the need for carefully distinguishing between them. Ignoring this distinction often leads to misunderstandings that are at least partially responsible for much of the current misrepresentation and misuse of NN models in pattern recognition. The discussion will be focused sharply toward CNNs.
In a less well defined sense, this paper also concerns itself with technology transfer: Have we considered issues relevant to the practical use of CNNs in pattern recognition? We shall ask when, and where, and how, and why can CNNs play a major role in shaping systems that depend on pattern recognition techniques? More specifically, What pattern recognition problems seem most amenable to the CNN approach? What potential exists for CNNs to provide improvements in the way existing algorithms solve various pattern recognition problems? And finally, Can we expect CNNs to solve problems that are currently intractable for conventional techniques? It is not our intent, nor do we claim to be able, to answer many of the questions that will surface. The objective rather is to raise the issues, and point out their importance for research about and development of CNNs as they relate to pattern recognition.
We make no attempt or pretense at an exhaustive survey in even this narrowly defined portion of the current spectrum of interest in CNNs. Other authors have provided overviews that partially satisfy this demand with great care and depth (see, for example, the excellent comparative surveys by Lippman [2] and Carpenter [3] ).
Another objective concerns the use of seductive semantics, words or phrases that convey, by being interpreted in their ordinary (nonscientific) use, a far more profound and substantial meaning about the performance of an algorithm or computational architecture than can be easily ascertained from the available theoretical and/or empirical evidence. Examples of seductive phrases include words such as neural, self-organizing, machine learning, adaptive, and cognitive. We advocate rigorous definitions that are subject to verification and enable direct comparisons of such terms when they are used to describe properties or characteristics of computational models.
Pattern recognition is, by its very nature, an inexact science and thus admits many approaches, sometimes complimentary, sometimes competing, to the approximate solution of a given problem. A last objective of this article is to heighten the awareness of and concern for a number of basic scientific issues that should be addressed whenever new ideas and technologies evolve and to relate these issues to practical considerations that must be addressed during the development of a fielded system that uses these techniques. In short, our last objective is to encourage cultivation of good scientific habits in NN research.
THE ABCS OF NEURAL NETWORKS, PATTERN RECOGNITION, AND INTELLIGENCE
The ABCs of interest to us are the following: A Artificial Nonbiological (manmade) B Biological Physical + chemical + (??) = organic C Computational Mathematics + manmade machines
These descriptors correspond to three very different levels of system complexity. Figure 1 depicts our view of the relationship between these ABCs and neural nets (NN), pattern recognition (PR), and intelligence (I). Note that complexity increases from left to right and from bottom to top. Familiar terms in Figure 1 include ANN, AI, and the three biological notions in the first row. We illustrate the relationships, semantics, and complexity of the entries in this chart by discussing first the uppermost row. The BNN is one of the physiological systems that facilitates organisms (in particular, humans) to perform various biological recognition tasks. One key input to the BNN is sensory data; another "knowledge." In turn BPR is but one aspect of biological intelligence.
Some writers refer to the BNN as the hardware of the human body, the brain; BI then corresponds to the software of the human body, the mind. At the other end of the complexity spectrum, and, I believe, in an entirely analogous way, computational NNs that depend solely on sensor data are (but one!) facilitator of computational PR, which in turn is but one aspect of computational intelligence. The middle row (A = Artificial) is perhaps the most interesting, for it offers us a means of extending low-level computational algorithms upwards toward their biological inspirations. Figure 1 also illustrates other differences that should be made explicit between the B, A, and C levels of complexity. For example, (strictly) computational systems depend on numerical data supplied by manufactured sensors and do not rely upon "knowledge." Matrix inversion and pixel-based image segmentation, for example, fall into this category. Workers in machine vision suggest that "knowledge" be incorporated into segmentation algorithms to improve their performance. While this is a well-intentioned, well-motivated desire, it is especially important and useful, in the context of the relationship between NNs and PR, to distinguish more carefully than usual what is meant by the term knowledge.
The word artificial seems much more properly applied in its usual context in AI than as it is currently used in NNs. Currently, it seems that the ANN is "artificial" if it is not biological, that is, the ANN is the complement of the BNN in the usual set-theoretic sense. However, I suggest a finer distinction between CNN and ANN, one that is connected to the term "knowledge tidbits" in Figure 1 . To understand the difference, consider the following experiment. Imagine that someone asks you to close your eyes, hands you an apple, and requests that you identify the object in your hand. Almost everyone (I have done this many times, often with 5-10-year-old children) will correctly identify the apple within a few seconds. Indeed, try at this instant to imagine not being able to do so. This is BPR, done with sensory data and real knowledge invoked via associative recall. Imagine asking a computer to identify an apple in the same way. Using what sensor data? Using what "facts about apples" stored in its memory? Only "knowledge tidbits"--pieces of relevant information, but not the whole story --can be stored. Which ones? How many? How to "train"? This makes the distinction between knowledge and knowledge tidbits clear. Thus, the middle row in Figure 1 separates low-level computational models from biological (role) models. The attempt to incorporate knowledge tidbits into computational models (in NN, in PR, and in I) justifies calling them "artificial." Artificial systems utilize sensor data and also try to capture and exploit incomplete and often unconnected pieces of nonnumerical information, rules, and constraints that humans possess and can embed in computer programs. This is as different from what we call biological knowledge as machine sensor data are from biological sensory data. The distinction between these three levels--B, A, and C--is important; our descriptions of models, their properties, and our expectations of their performance should be tempered by the kind of systems we want and the ones we can build. For example, we often hear that a feedforward, backpropagation NN "learns from examples." This is a computational model --it "learns" (its parameters, the weights in the network) in exactly the same sense that the EM algorithm for finding maximum likelihood estimators from labeled data does. "Learning" means updating via iterative improvement. This is an algorithm--a computational strategy--that has nothing explicit to do with knowledge tidbits. Thus, FF/BP is a low-level computational model and nothing more (elegant). We conclude this section with Table 1 , which defines the activities identified in Figure 1 . Some of the phraseology follows closely the terminology of Arbib [4] .
NUMERICAL PATTERN RECOGNITION AND COMPUTATIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Pattern Recognition and Neural Networks
In 1973 Duda and Hart [5] characterized pattern recognition as "a field concerned with machine recognition of meaningful regularities in noisy or complex environments." The definition in Table 1 is much broader, covering all three levels of complexity; pattern recognition is the search for structure in data. Treatments of many approaches to the design of various components of numerical PRSs may be found in the texts by Duda and Hart [5] , Kohonen [6] , Bezdek [7] , and Tou and Gonzalez [8] . The relationship between CNNs and numerical pattern recognition are discussed explicitly by Pao [9] and the DARPA Neural Network Study [10] .
In pattern recognition, we seem to be interested in the potential of NNs at two very different levels--the levels that were called the CNN and ANN in the preceding section. The CNN attempts to replicate the computational power (low-level arithmetic processing ability) of the BNN. Second, and much more ambitiously, the ANN hopefully endows machines with some of the (higher level) cognitive abilities that biological organisms possess (due in part, perhaps, to their low-level computational prowess).
NNs are often reputed to enjoy four major advantages over many classical low-level computational techniques for pattern recognition: (perception, cognition, etc.)? Perhaps the major stumbling block to keeping the two functions well separated is that the answer to this latter question is completely unknown. The important point to be made here is that confusion often arises precisely because the commonly held answer for both questions seems to lie with one's hope that the CNN really mimics the BNN in its behavior; We contend that this is an unreasonable position. We hold that the CNN becomes an ANN when (and only when) enough knowledge tidbits are somehow added to the CNN to endow it with rudimentary associative memory (an ability to link low-level data processing outputs with rules, facts, and constraints in order to increase the system's understanding of its environment). This requires more of an algorithm than "machine learning, adaptivity, self-organization, etc." currently require or provide; these are popular, misleading terms that are often used in connection with low-level algorithms (readers may be amused to note that this writer is no exception [11] 
!).
In what follows, we intend to concentrate on the lower level computational power and properties that CNNs may or may not possess. In this less ambitious domain it still seems overly optimistic to say (or infer), as some writers and readers do, that a certain algorithmic structure possesses any of the properties (P1)-(P4) in other than a strictly computational, empirically verifiable, lowlevel sense, simply because it has, according to its advocates, a "neural-like" architecture. Indeed, the word "neural" is itself seductive. To many, "neural" connotes "brain-like" behavior; it suggests that the computer may take on, or possess, the human ability for associative recall and reasoning when and if the computer can be programmed so that it behaves in a "neural" manner. In fact, most "conventional" architectures and algorithms for pattern recognition also provide or possess each of these four properties to a greater or lesser extent; and they do so quite independently of any (conscious) attempt to imitate the BNN. The DARPA neural network study [10] makes this last point clear. One of the major concerns about CNNs is that we not oversell their potential only to suffer the loss of excitement and subsequent backlash of disappointment that destroys interest in a new set of methods or techniques when the impossibility of delivery on overpromises becomes evident. Much of this potential for disappointment can be avoided by carefully concentrating on the low-level computational abilities of neural-like algorithms (CNNs) as opposed to their higher level aspirations (ANNs).
A BNN is literally a network (or lattice) of interconnected neurons. The simplest ideas we have about the configuration and components of a BNN are: a network of neurons, each of which has an axon (pulse generator), soma (nerve center = pulse emitter), dendrites (pulse receptors), and synapses (connectors) that offer variable resistance (synaptic weights wk) to the conduction of packets of data (electrochemical pulses xk) through the network. Information (electrical, chemical, biological in form) is generated, flows, is assimilated, and is somehow used to solve problems. Our assumption is that each neuron does some (numerical) computing; this gives rise to the hope that computers can be used to imitate this structure. And what is an NN? DARPA's official definition [10, p. 60]: A [computational] neural network is a system composed of many simple processing elements operating in parallel whose function is determined by network structure, connection strengths, and the processing performed at computing elements or nodes. This is an adequate definition of the CNN, but not the ANN! Figure • Structure: the connection topology and the updating strategy • Form: the nature of local node functions for integration and transfer • Data X: used for training/testing
The last bullet in this list is particularly important. Many writers ignore the fact that every computational algorithm that uses parameters "learned" from training data is, in some sense, at the mercy of the data used. Thus, training a CNN is very much like statistical estimation, and this must be recalled when properties of the CNN are discussed. The BNN in general, and the human NN in particular, certainly exhibits (PI)-(P4) in its execution of cognitive tasks. However, the specific mechanisms (algorithms) that enable a BNN to achieve these remarkable feats are hidden in a very complex arrangement of physical, chemical, and biological interactions with the brain that are largely, if not completely, unknown. There is a philosophical debate as to whether computers in general, and CNNs in particular, will ever possess the higher level capabilities that we wish they could. It falls beyond our intent (or ability) to join the debate about this larger question, except as it seems to confuse us in attempts to understand and use CNNs for computational purposes. Interested readers may refer, for example, to Searle [12] , who holds that the human brain is a biological entity that is far too complex to be broken down and duplicated by a set of computer programs. In this view each neuron operates locally (at some low level), oblivious to any larger (high-level) purpose such as conscious thought, which may be accomplished by the global BNN. Most researchers in AI hold an opposing view, as represented by Hofstadter [13] , for example, that the brain is governed by physical laws and all we need to do is discover them in order to replicate its power of reasoning. Neurophysiologists lead us to believe that we can hope for something more than Searle's pessimism; and common sense dictates that Hofstadter's bias may be somewhat optimistic. An agreeable middle ground seems to be that no one really knows how perception, reasoning, cognition, memory, and thought are realized, or to what extent these properties ensue from sheer low-level computational power (the computer's forte), but that BNNs do possess certain enviable computational and cognitive properties to which CNNs may aspire. Figure 3 portrays the overall relationship between the four major components of a numerical PRS. Our discussion about CNNs and PRSs is constrained to the context provided by Figure 3 . In order to develop some insight into how, where, when, and why a CNN might be useful in the context of a PRS, we describe several of the most important considerations and choices that are associated with each of these four areas. The reader might imagine herself or himself in the situation of trying to construct a PRS by picking through the lnenus of an applications program for this purpose. deeper (finer) levels in the development of the system. Readers may be surprised to see how many alternative routes exist toward the production of a fielded system; along the way we try to integrate neural approaches as a natural result of their apparent utility, rather than force them into a system design Figure 4 . Pattern recognition--levels 1, 2, and 3.
because they may possess the higher level abilities we wish they possessed. Space limits this illustration to only a few of the really large number of choices actually available in each of the four categories.
The header in Figure 4 depicts the four highest level problem areas of Figure 3 that are usually associated with the design of a PRS. The four first-level nodes are very dependent. Selection of a menu item at level 2 under any of these headings may constrain or entail concurrent or derivative selections under the other three menus. In the ideal world, perfect features make classifier design trivial; and conversely, a universal classifier would give error-free performance with any set of features. In practice, however, the successful PRS is developed by iteratively revisiting each of the four major modules in Figure 2 until the system satisfies (or is at least optimized for) a given set of performance requirements. Should there be a fifth level 1 item on the header bar entitled "neural networks"? No, most researchers agree that NNs are, at least for the present, a novel, promising, and possibly better approach to solving certain problems that appear downstream from the four level 1 menu bars depicted in Figure 4 , but that they do not, in and of themselves, constitute a new, major component of PRS design.
Process Description
The first choice faced by the PRS designer concerns the way the process of interest will be represented for study. CNNs depend on the data entering their input nodes, so choices made here certainly affect downstream performance. The PRS designer should ensure that each choice is given careful thought with a view toward the overall design of the system. Figure 4 displays some of the second-and third-level choices that must be considered during process description. This window itemizes a number of very important activities that must concern the designer of a fielded system (and therefore the advocate of a CNN for some purpose therein) that are sometimes ignored by researchers interested in a particular algorithm or model. We might again ask, should the CNN itself be included in Figure 4 as a second-level choice under process description? No. It would be inconsistent to say that we characterize a process at this level of a PRS as a neural network, because the choices at this level are concerned with different ways to characterize data about the process. That is, one may postulate a neural model to represent some (or all) of the interaction among the data elements in the process at a finer level of detail, but at this level the CNN is not yet a choice. There are, of course, many ancillary questions that must be dealt with in this part of the process: what sensors are available, how much do they cost, is real time important, what is an acceptable measure of performance, how can intermediate level information help with the problem at hand, etc.? This part of system design is and must be done by humans, and it is often given short shrift in the overall design process; nonetheless, choices made here affect every part of the system. Syntactic pattern recognition holds that algorithms ought to be able to decompose and reconstitute objects from representations of structural relationships between various parts of the object, much as humans apparently do (Fu [14] ). This branch of pattern recognition deals with representations of structure via sentences, grammars, and automata. Searching in such data is done by various kinds of parsing. There have been several attempts to apply CNN approaches to problems cast in this mold (Pao [9] ), but generally speaking there has been no real progress on this front to date. In fact, conventional syntactic pattern recognition is not itself a mature technology; its theory is at present far more well developed than fielded applications, so it is not particularly surprising that neural-like recognition of objects by structural decomposition and reconstitution has not played a dominant role in our thinking about current syntactic models. If we are to teach computers to reason and perceive as humans do, however, the philosophical spirit engendered by this area of PRS design may be a ripe and fruitful breeding ground for good ideas and rapid development and utilization of the CNN approach.
Rule-based approaches to the solution of pattern recognition problems are attempts to add context, concept, and expert knowledge at some "intermediate" level of processing, in order to capitalize on human expertise at recognition tasks. That is, they attempt to capture and model in the PRS system the higher level functionality we attributed to the BNN in a non-CNN manner. For example, context would enable prediction of the missing letter in the word o_yx: n if appearing in a sentence about gemstones, r if in a sentence concerning antelopes. Efforts of this kind typically include elements of expert system design such as knowledge acquisition, representation, and manipulation, whereas the systems we speak of here are usually referred to as "low-level" systems because most of the processing and algorithms involve numerical data gotten from sensors, as opposed to higher level "knowledge tidbits" and expert rules about how to reason with such data. Pao makes the important point that the advent of symbolic processing (the basis for a large percentage of the "AI" models used in this context) has driven a wedge between the low-level world of conventional numerical pattern recognition and computational systems that try to model higher level cognition in this way (Pao [9] ). CNNs are being studied for applications of this type (cf. Gallant [15] . Although the semantics (neural networks + artificial intelligence) go well together, CNNs have had little impact on current trends in expert system design except as substitutes for more conventional approaches to low-level pattern recognition tasks. Unless and until we understand the mechanisms by which the BNN converts massively parallel low-level, high-speed "computations" into high-level cognitive performance, there is little reason to expect a larger role for CNNs in expert systems than they currently enjoy. It is fair to mention, however, that the area of fuzzy rule derivation (cf. other papers in this special issue) using numerical data in CNNs is currently receiving a great deal of attention, as is the relationship between fuzzy clustering and Kohonen's feature map network (Bezdek [11] , Huntsberger and Ajjimarangsee [17] , Keller and Hunt [18] , Lee [19] , Takagi and Hayashi [20] ); this seems to corroborate Pao's remarks on the synergism between fuzzy models and computational neural networks. In pattern recognition, the usual situation is that the process is governed by or governs (or both) individual objects (possibly including as individuals the average over time of a large number of "real" individuals) and their relationships with each other. Generally speaking, two data structures are used in numerical PRSs: object data and (pairwise) relational data. The use of CNNs has been almost entirely confined to object data, that is, sets of numerical vectors of features. In the following paragraphs we represent numerical object data as X = {x l, x 2 ..... xn}, (n) feature vectors in feature space ~P. The jth object (some physical entity such as a person, airplane, seismic record, or photograph) has xj. as its numerical representation; xjk is the kth characteristic associated with object j.
Selecting "numerical" as in Figure 4 might lead to the choices displayed there. Numerical pattern recognition is the "eminent domain," so to speak, of the CNN. To date, CNNs have been used in PRSs almost exclusively within the framework of numerical object data. Once this decision has been made, features must be nominated by humans, sensors must be built, the raw data gathered. Conventional pattern recognition algorithms typically regard feature vectors as whole items; that is, each xj has a single conceptual entry point into the system as a coupled list of features and is assimilated and manipulated throughout the system as one item. The CNN, on the other hand, usually provides p separate entry points (the input layer neurons), one for each of the p components of each xj. This is ostensibly an important conceptual difference, because it enables the CNN to perform simultaneous (parallel) processing on the components of each xj at the same instant in time. However, all calculations involving xj as an item are ultimately carried out term by term on its components, so the actual differences between various approaches should always be examined on a case-by-case basis. Sometimes, the information that is most useful for discrimination between classes of objects is embedded in the aggregate (i.e., the item vector x i). Processing each feature separately is roughly equivalent to assuming independence of the p measurements, when it may be that some dependency among them is useful (indeed, maybe the thing we are looking for or will count on). Each feature, when used "singly" as in some CNNs, may not possess the information needed to address a given question. This problem is not to be confused with the use of CNNs to find sets of "best" features among the p candidates--to perform feature selection. The loss or gain to classifier performance from treating the data one way or the other is never certain, so investigators should try to establish whatever they can about this aspect of the problem as part of every study.
Instead of an object data set X, we may have a set of n 2 numerical relationships, say { rjk } , between pairs of objects. That is, rig represents the extent to which objects j and k are related in the sense of some binary relation p (note that this includes entailment, or the idea of implication, as in i = j; and further, transitivity then amounts to rule-chaining). If the n objects are p(oj, ok) ]. R constitutes a set of numerical relational data. There are two kinds of relational data: natural and induced. The objects { oi} might be the physical objects that generate numerical object data X; or they might be X itself. If the objects are implicit, the only data we have to work with is the matrix R of pairwise relationships. This is the case more often than not, for example, in numerical taxonomy, where relationships between species, families, and so on are When the data have an object vector representation, CNNs can be used directly with X. However, CNNs do not at present play a prominent role in exploring substructure in relational data, even though it is clear that humans use relational examples for recall, association, perception, and pattern classification. Moreover, relational data are to be found in many applications and systems, perhaps hiding in different semantic guises. For example, cognitive maps, influence diagrams, weighted digraphs, repertory grids, and fuzzy relations all have this general structure. Thus, the development of CNN models for pattern recognition problems associated with natural and induced relational data seems to be an obvious and important area for future research. It might be noted, for example, that the CNN is a natural way to implicitly approximate the membership function of a fuzzy relation; possibilities of this kind are currently being explored, as suggested by Pao in [9] . Further, derivation of rule sets (entailments) is possible from relational data, and this is an idea currently being explored with CNNs in a slightly different way.
Feature Analysis
Feature analysis refers to the collection of methods that are used to explore and improve "raw" data, the data that are nominated and collected during process description. With only a few exceptions (multidimensional scaling is the most notable example), this problem area assumes that the data are object data (feature vectors). Figure 4 shows some second-and third-level menu choices that might pop up under feature analysis.
Conditioning includes operations such as filtering, scaling, normalization, smoothing, and various other "clean-up" techniques. The utility of CNNs for more complex downstream processing tasks such as clustering and classifier design is clearly affected by preprocessing operations, so this step in the design of a PRS is always important and should be given careful attention. CNNs are sometimes proposed for these purposes, but the cost effectiveness of using a complex architecture at this front-end stage of the system is open to question; thus, the CNN does not appear as a second-level choice under feature analysis in Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows some of the popular third-level choices under this branch of our PRS design tree; projection (selection), principal components analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), multidimensional scaling (MDS), and Sammon's mapping algorithm, to name but a few. Note that CNN methods appear here, both for general feature extraction and for 2-D display, and that CNNs appear at level 3 under feature extraction (Duda and Hart [5] , Pao [9] ). Two-dimensional display, the visual representation of p-dimensional data in a two-dimensional viewing plane, is one way to explore hypotheses and get ideas about the structure contained by measured data. Methods for 2-D display fall into two general categories: scatterplots and pictorial displays. When p = 2, the transformed data set Y can be displayed as a scatter diagram for visual inspection. All of the methods itemized in Figure 4 can be used to produce 2-D scatterplots by taking p = 2. The other class of display techniques use analytic or algorithmic transformations of the data that result in Y being some sort of pictorial representation of X. Included in this category are, for example, Chernoff faces, Andrews plots, stars, icicles, castles, and most important for the present article, Kohonen's self-organizing (KSO) feature maps (Kohonen [6] ).
Two-dimensional displays and diagrams afford a means for "looking" at
data to see what they seem to say, as opposed to confirming from and with them what we hold to be true about the process under study. Many see this branch of data analysis as a bit removed from the mainstream of pattern recognition. However, designers of fielded PRSs have long recognized the importance of looking at 2-D displays of multidimensional data, which enable them to cast hypotheses, postulate models, reject theories--in short, get ideas about the data--how they seem to be structured, what cannot be true, etc. One need look no further than Kohonen's self-organizing feature map idea, which is a 2-D display technique that enables us to "see" how data are structured and how his algorithm "self-organizes" its prototypes to reflect this structure, to find the influence of CNN thinking in this area. Interestingly enough, Kohonen's algorithmic technique is clearly related to the so-called hard and fuzzy ISODATA (or hard and fuzzy c-means) algorithms, and the word ISODATA is an acronym for iterative, self-organizing data analysis (Bezdek [11] ). Thus, this area of numerical pattern recognition is indeed connected to (one branch of) current studies about neural models; there is a rich and largely undiscovered mathematical connection between the work of Kohonen and the c-means clustering algorithms (Bezdek [11] ). To summarize, CNN methods have been used for feature selection and extraction both for 2-D displays and to improve classifier performance (Pao [91) . Although there is no clear evidence that CNNs provide superior results for these applications, this is an area of CNNs in which we can expect further progress and development.
Clustering
The clustering problem for X is the identification of an "optimal" partition of X, that is, one that groups together unlabeled objects or object data vectors that share some well-defined (mathematical) similarity. Because the data are unlabeled, clustering is sometimes called unsupervised learning.
More recently, the term "self-organizing" has been used to identify clustering algorithms, although, as pointed out in [11] , the original ISODATA clustering algorithm (circa 1965) did in fact use the term. In any case, it is our hope and implicit belief that an optimal mathematical grouping is in some sense an accurate portrayal of natural groupings in the physical process from whence the object data are derived. The number (c) of clusters (or for a CNN, the number of output nodes) is assumed to be known; otherwise, its value becomes a part of the clustering problem. Hartigan [21] is a good general reference on conventional clustering; see Bezdek [7] for fuzzy techniques. The second-level menu bar for clustering indicates several choices for clustering criteria. However, readers should be aware that the literature on this topic is both diverse and vast and the type of second-level menu could be chosen from the list given in Table 2 . Should CNNs appear in level 2 here? Possibly, depending upon the type of level 2 menu bar. Certainly there are a number of well-known CNN models that cluster data, and our third-level menu reflects this. The KSO and ART [21] ). Computational studies to date that compare these schemes to each other suggest that the CNN approach is more complicated but that results are often nearly identical (cf. Huntsberger and Ajjimarangsee [17] ). This area of pattern recognition has received much attention, both within and outside of CNNs; it is fair to assume that we can anticipate a steady growth of CNN algorithms that cluster data. However, the best actual results, in terms of predictability and utility, will always favor a particular solution, CNN or otherwise, on the basis of characteristics of the data and the process they represent, rather than on the (arti)fact that the results were obtained with a particular type of clustering model.
Classier Design
A more ambitious, difficult, and potentially useful computational problem than clustering, classifier design refers to finding a (hard or fuzzy) partition of P itself. The difference between clustering and classification is that clustering algorithms label given data sets X C ~ u, whereas a classifier is capable, once it is defined, of labeling every data point in the entire space ~i? p. In either case, the partitioning decision functions may be computationally explicit (e.g., discriminant functions, nearest prototype rules) or implicit (e.g., multilayered perceptrons, k-nearest-neighbor rules). Our second-level menu for classifier design in Figure 4 types classifiers by model base, so the CNN will not appear in this window. Like clustering, there are many ways to categorize classifier designs, and one might expect to see CNNs as a second-level choice if the window represented, say, architectures. There is no question that CNNs will show up in the third level, the most famous being the feedforward, backpropagation multilayered perception design. Research concerning this CNN and its relatives may constitutes as much as 80 % of the NN literature. In any case, it is clear that classifier design is one of the primary applications for CNNs in pattern recognition, and this area deserves more space and care than we can devote to it in this note. We point out a very recent and (perhaps) startling result that proves that all FF CNNs converge asymptotically to the posteriori probabilities used by Bayes decision theory (Ruck et al. [22] ). In view of Cover and Hart's k-nearest-neighbor rule theorem to the same effect (cf. Duda and Hart [5] ), the third-level choices "k-nn rules" and "CNNs-FFBP" shown in Figure 4 are simply conventional (explicit) and CNN (implicit) methods, respectively, for approximating the same function. In light of this, one may suppose that other CNNs will eventually be seen as alternative implementations of conventional algorithms. This is not to say that CNN implementations are not, or will not be, superior, most likely in terms of speed and "fault tolerance"; but it seems unlikely that we can expect marked improvement in classifier error rates due to CNNs. More likely, the jump we hope to see in classifier performance will occur when presentgeneration CNNs give way to ANNs--CNNs with significant knowledge tidbits.
Defining Computational Properties
We have advocated finding sensible definitions for terms attached to algorithms that seem semantically mischievous. This section contains a short discussion of (P1)-(P4). If it serves no purpose other than to stimulate interest in careful technical writing, standardized comparisons, and attention to the kind of details that we want when we read about algorithms, this section will have achieved its goal. Careful thought will surely lead to better definitions than the ones advanced below.
PROPERTY (P1)--ADAPTIVITY. The "connection strengths" referred to in the DARPA definition are the weight vectors {wj}. The (synaptic) weights at a node in the BNN are believed to vary over time, and it is assumed that this is one of the major mechanisms by which the brain 'adapts" to changes in its information processing system (i.e., to changes in its input data and/or output requirements). Another means for achieving adaptation to system tasks is thought to be through the activation and deactivation of (sets of) nodes in the network, that is, network reconfiguration, again "on the fly." That the brain can and does adapt in real time is unarguable--it is the mechanisms for doing so that are not well understood. From the standpoint of the BNN, then, a reasonable working definition of the word adaptive is the ability to adjust local processing parameters and global configurations of processors to accommodate changes in inputs or requirements without interruption of current service. In short, biological systems are adaptive when they can change their structure, function, and form in response to changes in their environment.
Compare this with our definition of the CNN immediately following Figure 2 .
When should we call a computational scheme adaptive? If we intend for this to connote the same property as just defined for the BNN, an algorithm should be called computationally adaptive if and only if its defining parameters can adjust local processing parameters and global configurations of processors to accommodate changes in inputs or requirements without interruption of current processing. If a CNN (or other) algorithm is able to alter its mathematical weights at various nodes and reconfigure its network structure "on the fly"--that is, without interruption of current online processing--and can also assign itself new tasks when the demand exists, we might call that algorithm computationally adaptive. If processing must be interrupted so that the algorithm can be retrained (new weights found) otfline when new data become available, the method is hardly adaptive in the BNN sense. Network reconfiguration--the addition or deletion of sets of nodes "on demand" during processing--is even harder to achieve. Lateral irdaibition--suppression of node output due to the exertion of sufficient negative stimuli in the network structure linked to that node--is the mechanism used by the CNN to achieve adaptive reconfiguration. However, the topology of nontrivial CNNs makes the analysis and predictability of reconfiguration all but impossible. Finally, the automatic transition of a CNN from, say, clustering to feature analysis seems beyond our current algorithms. It is seductive semantics to say that a particular model is adaptive simply because it has a neural-like architecture or because its parameters are updated to optimize some measure of system performance. Most CNNs are no more computationally adaptive than, say, Newton's method; and virtually no pattern recognition algorithm, CNN or otherwise, is adaptive in the BNN sense.
PROPERTY (P2)--COMPUTATIONAL SPEED. Computational speed is easy to define. While the usual measures of processing time are units such as MFLOPS (millions of logical operations per second) and the like, there is sentiment in CNN quarters to measure speed in terms of the number of interconnects that can be made in 1 second. Regardless of the way computing speed is measured, one reason we expect CNNs to be fast (like their BNN role models) is that their architectures offer the possibility for disturbed and parallel processing. In practice, however, this advantage has yet to make its importance felt, because software simulations of CNN structures are rarely done with parallel compilation. It is more likely that the large increase in processing speeds that CNNs seem to offer will be realized when direct hardware implementations, which can exploit parallelism in circuit design, become available. The major impediment to hardware CNNs at present is the construction of massively parallel variable resistance networks to implement the variable synaptic weights that we think are responsible for part of the adaptive performance of BNNs. Conven-tional pattern recognition algorithms, may, to the extent that they can be parallelized, keep up with the increasing computational speed that CNNs will offer, but on balance it seems clear that the CNN will eventually be faster than most conventional algorithms in terms of raw computational speed.
PROPERTY (P3)--FAULT TOLERANCE. The BNN is remarkably good at dealing with incomplete, inaccurate, distorted, missing, noisy, and confusing data, information, rules, constraints, and orders. Parallel and distributed computing in the style of the BNN affords an architecture that may provide fault tolerance to some or all of these data anomalies. But how? Which ones? We read that a CNN can still function under the loss of "some features" or, better yet, "some nodes." How many? Which ones? This is an area of pattern recognition that is often overlooked, because many of us want to ignore the fact that real data almost inevitably possess problems like those itemized above. The NN community has helped us a lot here by focusing attention on the problem through their insistence that CNNs are inherently more faulttolerant than conventional algorithms. Indeed, it seems plausible that CNNs do in fact provide more fault tolerance to bad data than most conventional architectures. Having said this, one still doesn't know how to precisely specify what computational fault tolerance means; we only know that it should be something we can measure, something to make comparisons with, something that leads to a reassuring feeling that an algorithm is "fault-tolerant." A workable, standardized definition for this phrase would be very useful; perhaps we will need several.
PROPERTY (P4)--ERROR RATE OPTIMALITY. This property is already well defined. The usual standard of excellence for a classifier is the Bayes error rate (Duda and Hart [5] ), which carries a lot of statistical assumptions about X that investigators may or may not wish to accept. Nonetheless, good practice in pattern recognition for error rate estimation always proceeds as follows. Let X be a set of labeled data, with X d, [ Xd[ = rid, and X t, I Xt ] = nt, the subdivision of X into training (design) and test data. The labels of the test data are stored in a c × n t matrix Ut; column k of U t has a 1 in the row corresponding to the class of x k and O's elsewhere. Once the classifier rule D. is known (determined, presumably, by training with Xa), one may submit X t (with known labels U t) to D., thereby producing a set of crisp labels Uo. = U(Xt; D,) on the test data. Comparing the number of successes to the number of tries results in the empirical error rate EE( Xt; D.) = ~ ] u o ij -ut, ijl/2nt, which estimates the probability of error with future data. It*'is important to recognize that there are many ways to compute EEs, dependent on the method of dividing X into design (X d) and test (X t) data. Authors writing about CNN classifiers should design, test, and compare their algo-rithms to competitors this way, so that readers can develop some insight about the nature and quality of the CNN being discussed. Nothing is less informative than to read that "method Q gets 98% right." Under what training and test setup? Were the data benign? How does method Q compare with k-nn rules?
with other CNNs? with maximum likelihood? with fuzzy c-means, etc.? Error rates are the performance index of choice in classifier design; they deserve a standardized treatment in the literature.
THE SCIENTIFIC HABIT IN PATTERN RECOGNITION
The last section of this article is just a note on the design of practical pattern recognition systems. Arguably, perhaps, our description is (1), specifically, of the art and science used to develop pattern recognition systems, and (2), more generally, of the scientific method itself. The basic steps outlined below are
